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The distribution of quantifiers
in Old and Modern Italian
Everything or nothing

JACOPO GARZONIO AND CECILIA POLETTO

. Introduction

This chapter1 considers the distribution of VO and OV orders in Old Italian when
the object is represented by a quantified constituent. Since Old Italian is a V
language in the sense that the inflected verb moves to the left periphery of the clause,
and therefore, cases of movement in the IP domain cannot be detected looking at the
position of the inflected verb, we will take into consideration cases of VO/OV
variation with complex analytic verb forms where V is the past participle and
O contains a universal or a negative quantifier. While OV with non-quantified DPs
and complex QPs is optional, we will show that universal bare quantifiers always
precede the past participle (section .). This fact is evidence that pragmatic factors,
which are usually called into question to explain the optionality of OV in VO
languages, are not the only factors determining VO/OV variation. We argue that
this distribution is a consequence of the obligatory movement of the bare quantifier
to a dedicated position, which is a function of the internal structure of bare quanti-
fiers. Moreover, it can be argued that the modern stage of the language has preserved
the movement of the quantifier, but this is not always visible because of a change
in the movement properties of the verb (sections .–.). Our proposal is also
tested in the domain of negative quantifiers (section .).

1 The chapter is the work of two authors: Jacopo Garzonio is responsible for sections ., ., and
., while Cecilia Poletto is responsible for sections ., ., and ..

Word Order Change. First edition. Ana Maria Martins and Adriana Cardoso (eds)
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. Universal quantifiers in Old Italian

If compared with the situation of Modern Italian, OV orders are rather common in
Old Italian (OI). A subset of the OV orders found in the texts can be derived through
the V property by moving the object to SpecC (or, following Benincà () and
subsequent work, to SpecFocus or SpecOperator) and the inflected verb to C� (i.e.
Focus�/Op�). Even if we factor out these cases, there is a rather frequent ‘residue’ of
OV orders where the object is realized between the auxiliary and the past participle.
Poletto (, ch. ) has compared the frequencies of VO and OV only in compound
tenses2 in some early Florentine texts, showing that an argument XP between the
auxiliary and the past participle appears in a number of cases ranging from  per
cent to  per cent of the total depending on the type of texts selected. The examples
in () provide cases of the two orders from the same text:

() a. Io ho tessuta una storia VO
I have.SG woven a story
‘I have woven a story’ (Pagani )

b. i nimici avessero già il passo pigliato OV
the enemies had.SUBJ.PL already the pass taken
‘the enemies had already occupied the pass.’ (Pagani )

This distribution can be explained assuming that OV was motivated by the syntactic
encoding of pragmatic factors. Poletto (, ch. ) analyses cases like (b) as
scrambling movement to the Focus position in the left periphery of vP, which, as
proposed by Belletti () contains Topic and Focus projections. Sentences like (b)
can be captured by assuming that pre-participial objects have access to the vP left
periphery where they can be marked as either Focus or Topic. Structure () illustrates
Poletto’s proposal:

() [CP che [TP [SpecTP i nimici] [T� avessero] . . . [vP [FocusP [SpecFocusil passoi][Focus�
pigliato] [VP [V� pigliato] [ti]]]]]]

In the case of quantified objects, however, the same analysis does not go through,
because the distribution is different and does not seem to be related to pragmatic
factors, but rather to the internal structure of the quantified object.3 In this section we
concentrate on the distribution of universal quantifier tutto/tutti/tutta/tutte ‘every-
thing, all’. We will show that the frequencies of VO and OV change drastically
depending on whether the quantifier is paired with a nominal expression or is bare.

2 Compound tenses are the only ones that exclude the ambiguity with V constructions, i.e. cases in
which the projections involved are located in the CP and not lower in the vP area. Old Italian does not obey
the typical V linear restriction found in Germanic, due to the fact that it has what has often been dubbed
‘recursive topics’ since the first attestation and still preserves this feature nowadays. Hence, the only clear
cases that do not involve the CP left periphery are those that present the order Aux-O-Past Participle.

3 The different distribution between non-quantified and quantified objects in OV structures mirrors
what Pintzuk and Taylor (: ff.) have observed in the history of English.
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In the first case, when tutto is found in a complex quantified expression, the cases of
OV are not more frequent than those of referential DPs or PPs. Poletto (, ch. )
has examined the first , occurrences of tutto in the Opera del Vocabolario
Italiano (OVI) database: of the  relevant cases (clauses with a complex verbal
form and no movement of the object to the CP),  are VO cases, with tutto-DP
following the past participle, and  are OV cases, with the quantified expression at the
left of the past participle.4 In other words, when tutto is paired with a DP, its position
is variable and it behaves in the same way DPs behave in Old Italian. The two
possibilities are exemplified in ():

() a. e hannovi messo tutto loro ingegno e forza VO
and have.there put all their intelligence and force
‘they put there all their intelligence and strength’ (VeV )

b. ch’egli ebbe tutto questo fatto, e molte altre cose OV
that.he had.SG all this done and many other things
‘that he had done all this and many other things’ (Tesoro a)

However, in the case of bare tutto, in all the  relevant occurrences (complex verb,
no movement to the left periphery of the clause), the quantifier precedes the past
participle, as in (a) and (b).5 Cases like (c) are not attested:

() a. e come l’à tutto perduto OV
and how it.ACC.has all lost
‘and how he lost it all’ (FR )

b. seguire Idio chi à tutto venduto OV
follow.INF God who has everything sold
‘(he can) follow God who sold all his possessions’ (Fiore )

c. *l’à perduto tutto *VO
it.ACC.has lost all
‘he lost it all’

This split is reminiscent of similar oppositions in French or in some German dialects
(Kayne ; Grewendorf and Poletto ). In French, object bare quantifiers, with

4 We leave aside the case of tutto paired with a demonstrative heading a relative clause. With this
configuration, the order is almost always VO, as in (i):

(i) e ffue fatto tuttoe ccioe che lo ree comandoe
and was done all that that the king required.SG
‘All that the king required was done’ (Tristano )

This requires an explanation based on the peculiar position that elements modified by a relative clause
display in OI, a complex topic we cannot deal with here for reasons of space.

5 Notice that the order OV is found both with the pronominal use of tutto, as in (b), and with adjectival
bare tutto, as in (a), where it refers to the clitic pronoun lo ‘it’ in pre-auxiliary position. Here we will
concentrate on pronominal tutto as the two constructions are not completely analogous.

The distribution of quantifiers in Old and Modern Italian 



the exception of personne ‘nobody’, are allowed to precede the past participle, while
complex quantified expressions are always post-participial, as shown in ():

() a. Je n’ai rien/tout vu OV
I not.have nothing/everything seen
‘I have not seen anything/everything’

b. *Je n’ai {aucun garçon / tout ça} vu *OV
I not.have any boy / all that seen

c. Je n’ai vu {aucun garçon / tout ça} VO
I not.have seen any boy / all that
‘I have not seen any boy/all that’

The fact that a split between the position of bare quantifiers and the position of
quantified DPs can be observed in living languages as well strengthens the idea that
the distinction found between bare and non-bare tutto is a real property of Old
Italian and not some frequency or stylistic effect caused by the choice of our texts.
One possible analysis for this phenomenon is to assume that bare tutto has a specific
syntax because it is morphosyntactically weak, as has been proposed for French tout/
tous and rien (which are deficient in their internal functional structure; see Cardi-
naletti and Starke  on this) as opposed to personne. However, this hypothesis
does not hold for Old Italian because bare tutto is pre-participial even when it is
embedded in a PP and has a determiner, as in the following examples:

() a. s’i’ mi fosse al tutto a tte gradato PP-V
if.I me were.SG to.the everything to you adapted
‘if I had adapted to you in everything’ (Fiore )

b. Anzi t’avrà del tutto rifusato PP-V
to.the.contrary you.will.have.SG of.the all refused
‘On the contrary he will have refused you completely’ (Fiore )

This is impossible with tout/tous and rien in French:

() a. *J’ai de tout parlé avec mon amie Emilie. *PP-V
I.have of everything talked with my friend Emilie
‘I talked about everything with my friend Emilie.’

b. *Vous n’avez à rien pensé. *PP-V
you not.have to nothing thought
‘You have thought about nothing.’

This distribution indicates that OV with tutto in Old Italian is obligatory when the
restrictor NP of the quantifier is null and is not related to morphosyntactic weakness.
On the other hand, tutto does not fit into the proper definition of morphologically
‘weak’, as it displays full number/gender agreement and in Old Italian it could
definitely be focused in the CP left periphery.

Interestingly the same split found between bare and non-bare tutto is also repli-
cated by the plural tutti ‘all’ (and the feminine forms tutta/tutte ‘all’), which obliga-
torily occurs before the past participle if it is bare, but not if it is paired to a DP:
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() a. Il Demonio ci avea tutti presi OV
the Devil us had.SG all taken
‘The Devil took all of us’ (SV )

b. ma parve che fussero tutti vinti con lui OV
but seemed.SG that were.PL all won with him
‘it seemed that they were all won with him’ (Pagani )

c. e dove avea tutti i lor beni fatti seguestrare OV
and where had.SG all the their goods made confiscated
‘where he had all their possessions confiscated’ (Marchionne di Coppo )

d. comandò che fossero isbanditi tutti gli sbanditi d’ogne provincia VO
ordered that were.PL pardoned all the exiled of.every province
‘he ordered the pardon of all the exiles of every province’ (Pagani )

The perfect parallelism between the distributions of the singular form tutto and the
plural one tutti is relevant also because in Old Italian tutto has a widespread adverbial
usage, which is impossible with the plural (and feminine) forms.6 Since bare tutti
behaves like bare tutto, the obligatory OV order is not directly linked to the adverb
versus argument distinction. Hence, we state that universal bare quantifiers behave
differently from universal complex QPs in that they are always pre-participial
irrespective of their status as arguments or adverbs.

Interestingly, Old Italian provides us with two further arguments that point
towards an analysis which distinguishes the position of bare tutto from the one of
tutto-DP. The first argument concerns the order of these QPs with respect to other
elements in pre-participial position. When there is more than one XP in pre-
participial position, bare tutto always precedes all the other phrases (see a), while
the complex quantified expression can also follow them, as shown by (b).

() a. Vedemmo che fue tutta in quattro parti divisa tutta-PP-V
saw.PL that was.SG all in four parts split
‘We saw that the whole was split in four parts’ (VeV )

b. alla quale hanno prima tutti i nodi forati Adv-tutti DP-V
to.the which have.PL before all the junctions pierced
‘whose junctions were first perforated’ (Crescenzi )

This divergence can be explained assuming that tutto-DP behaves exactly like non-
quantified DPs, which can be scrambled to the vP left periphery to topic and/or focus

6 In the case of tutto, the adverbial usage is even more widespread than in Modern Italian, as tutto can
even modify a gerund in Old Italian, while it cannot in Modern Italian:

(i) a. elli disse tutto ridendo
he said.SG all laughting
‘he said, laughing heartily’ (Tristano )

b. e poi rispuose tutto piangendo
and then answered.SG all crying
‘and then he answered, crying desperately’ (Tristano )

The distribution of quantifiers in Old and Modern Italian 



positions and which do not have a fixed word order, as their ordering depends on the
pragmatic effect to be achieved (see Belletti  for the proposal that the vP left
periphery also contains both Topic and Focus positions). On the other hand, bare
tutto (or tutti/tutta/tutte), which always precedes other DPs and PPs in pre-
participial position must be located in a position higher than the vP. An indication
of what this position might be is provided by the second argument that shows that
complex QPs are different from bare quantifiers. Only bare quantifiers precede
manner adverbs like bene ‘well’ ():7

() è quello che [l’]amore fa possante, ch’è tut[t]o ben provato
is that that the.love makes strong that.is all well demonstrated
‘it is that thing that makes love strong, which is all well shown’

(C. Davanzati XXXII, )

This distribution strongly suggests that bare tutto is obligatorily moved to the
aspectual field in the IP layer located immediately above adverbs like bene in Cinque’s
() cartographic structure of the low IP area. Our preliminary proposal is thus to
assume that bare tutto (that is tutto with an empty restrictor) always moves to a
dedicated position in the IP, similarly to what Cinque () proposes for Modern
Italian object tutto, which must also move to an adverbial position and occupies a
Completive projection in the IP precisely because it occurs in front of low aspectual
adverbs. Assuming Cinque’s hierarchy of aspectual projections, we analyse the
distribution of universal quantifiers in Old Italian as in the following structures:

() a. [ . . . [AspP prospective (almost) [AspP completive tutto [(well) Voice [Topic [Focus [vP ] . . . ]
b. [ . . . [AspP prospective (almost) [AspP completive [Voice (well) [DP Topic tutto [DP

Focus tutto [vP ] . . . ]

This means that the syntax of bare universal quantifiers in Old Italian is not different
from Modern Italian, and that in both stages even the argument tutto moves beyond
the vP to the aspectual field, whose specifiers are generally occupied by adverbs.
However, while Modern Italian consistently has the order past participle-tutto, Old
Italian has the order tutto-past participle.

The analysis above raises the following questions: first, it must be explained why
the movement of bare tutto is obligatory while it is not when tutto is paired to a DP;
second, it must be explained why bare tutto always occurs to the left of other pre-
participial elements while quantified nominal expressions do not; third, we have to
explain why the distribution described in this section is lost in Modern Italian, i.e.
what the difference between the two stages is; finally, the analysis should be tested
with other bare quantifiers. In the following section we start by discussing the third

7 Compare this example with cases like the following, which shows that a pre-participial tutto-DP
follows bene:

(i) non sono bene tutte le cose che nuocere possono considerate
not are.PL well all the things that harm.INF can.PL considered
‘all the things that can harm one are not considered well’ (VeV )
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problem, since it is crucial to understanding the other two. Section . presents
another case of bare quantifiers, namely the n-word niente ‘nothing’.

. From Old to Modern Italian

Let us first describe the situation we find in modern Italian. Contrary to Old Italian,
in Modern Italian, both bare and complex QPs appear after the past participle:

() a. Maria ha comprato tutto. VO
Mary has bought all

b. *Maria ha tutto comprato. *OV
Mary has all bought
‘Mary has bought everything.’

c. Maria ha comprato tutto il pane. VO
Mary has bought all the bread

d. *Maria ha tutto il pane comprato. *OV
Mary has all the bread bought
‘Mary has bought all the bread.’

Thus, from this point of view bare and complex QPs behave like non-quantified
object DPs: in Modern Italian there are no OV cases with object DPs, or PPs (both
arguments and adjuncts), appearing between the auxiliary and the past participle:

() a. *Maria ha il pane comprato. *OV
Mary has the bread bought
‘Mary (has) bought the bread.’

b. *Maria è nel museo entrata. *PP-V
Mary is in.the museum entered
‘Mary (has) entered the museum.’

c. *Maria ha in un ristorante mangiato. *PP-V
Mary has in a restaurant eaten
‘Mary {has eaten / ate} in a restaurant.’

This is also true of post-verbal subjects (a–b) and both ‘new-information’ and
contrastively focalized objects (c–d).

() a. *Ha Maria parlato.
has Mary spoken
‘Mary spoke.’

b. Ha parlato Maria.
has spoken Mary
‘Mary spoke / It is Mary who spoke.’

c. A: Cosa ha comprato Maria?
what has bought Mary
‘what has Mary bought?/what did Mary buy?’
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B: *Maria ha [Focus il pane] comprato. *OV
Mary has the bread bought
‘Mary (has) bought the bread.’

d. *Maria ha IL PANE comprato (, non le uova). *OV
Mary has the bread bought not the eggs
‘Mary (has) bought the bread (not the eggs).’

We follow here Belletti’s () idea that in Modern Italian there also exists a vP
peripheral topic/focus field, where post-verbal subjects of transitive and real intransi-
tive verbs are realized. However, post-verbal focalized subjects with complex verbal
forms are always post-participial (see (a–b)) in Modern Italian, i.e. the past
participle must raise outside the vP also in these cases. In other words, the ungram-
maticality of all the cases above can be explained simply by adopting Cinque’s theory
of past participle movement in modern Italian, which predicts that the past participle
must always move out of the vP and reach the aspectual low IP field, while this is not
the case in other languages, like modern French. Nonetheless, there is evidence that
in Modern Italian the position of bare quantifiers is also different from the one of
quantified nominal expressions, although they all occur after the past participle. First
of all, as already mentioned above, Cinque () observes that in Modern Italian
bare tutto precedes low adverbs like bene, while this is not the case for quantified
nominal expressions:

() a. Ha fatto tutto bene.
has done all well
‘S/He has done all well.’

b. *Ha fatto tutto il compito bene.8

has done all the exercise well

c. Ha fatto bene tutto il compito.
has done well all the exercise
‘S/He has done all the exercise well.’

Furthermore, Belletti () points out that the VOS order with a focalized subject is
marginal if not fully ungrammatical in Modern Italian:9

() a. ??Capirà il problema Gianni. VOS
will.understand.SG the problem John
‘John will understand the problem.’ (Belletti’s , (a))

b. ??Ha chiamato Maria Gianni. VOS
has called Mary John
‘John has called Mary.’ (Belletti’s , (b))

8 This sentence is possible only if the element bene is strongly focused, otherwise it is ungrammatical.
9 According to Belletti () this derives from the impossibility of the object being assigned Accusative

Case in the topic position.
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However, the same order is fully acceptable if the object corresponds to the universal
quantifier tutto:

() a. Capirà tutto Maria. VOS
will.understand.SG all Mary
‘Mary will understand everything.’ (Belletti’s , ())

b. Ha capito tutto Maria. VOS
has understood all Mary
‘Mary has understood everything.’

These examples provide evidence for the hypothesis that tutto in Modern Italian also
occupies a dedicated position different from the usual object one. More importantly,
they are in accordance with Cinque’s hypothesis mentioned above and suggest that
tutto has kept a specific syntactic distribution in the modern stage of the language
and that its position is above the vP periphery. This means that tutto raises to the
same aspectual projection in both Old and Modern Italian and that the lack of OV in
the latter is to be explained by the different position of the past participle. Cinque
() points out that in Modern Italian the past participle can raise to different
heads inside the aspectual layer of projections, and crucially, has to raise at least
higher than tutto ‘everything’ and bene ‘well’, which in his analysis occupy Complet-
ive Aspect and Voice projections respectively. Cinque’s proposal also predicts that in
some languages the past participle can stay lower. The prediction is borne out, as
there are Italo-Romance varieties where the past participle can be preceded by the
quantifier corresponding to ‘everything’ but not by the item corresponding to ‘well’
(Cinque , § ., Sardinian examples):

() a. Apo tottu mandigadu. OV
have.SG all eaten
‘I have eaten everything.’

b. Apo mandigadu bene. V-Adv
have.SG eaten well
‘I have eaten well.’

c. *Apo bene mandigadu. Adv-V
have.SG well eaten
(Logudorese Sardinian)

The examples in () show that Completive Aspect is encoded higher than Voice
and, more importantly for our discussion, that ‘everything’ is in IP also in Sardinian.
If we now compare these data with the distribution of adverbs with complex verb
forms in Old Italian, the latter displays a different pattern: in Old Italian the adverbs
of the low IP area often appear in the CP left periphery of the sentence, a
configuration explained in terms of focus movement to the CP by the standard
analysis of Old Italian V (see Benincà , and more recently Ledgeway ).
However, when low adverbs are not fronted, they usually follow the auxiliary but
precede the past participle (the two possibilities are shown in (a–b)); crucially,
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bene ‘well’ and other manner adverbs located in Voice behave like the aspectual
adverbs (c, d, e, f ):

() a. la quale elli ancora non ha manifestato con lingua
the which he yet not has manifested with tongue
‘which he has not spoken about yet’ (Ottimo Commento )

b. dicea che non avea ancora trovato marito
said.SG that not had.SG yet found husband
‘he said that she had not found a husband yet’ (FSI )
<bene ‘well’: Aux—bene—PastP>

c. colui che poi che elli àe bene appresa l’arte
who that after that he has well learned the.art
‘who, after he has learned the art well’ (Rettorica )

d. nasce questione, se colui avea bene consigliato o no
raises question if who had.SG well advised or not
‘Here raises the question whether he had advised them well or not’
(Rettorica )
<male ‘badly’: Aux—male—PastP>

e. Quel guadagno onde l’uomo è male infamato, si dee
that gain from.which the.man is badly disgraced REFL must.SG
veracemente perdita appellare
truly loss call-INF
‘A gain by which one is badly disgraced must be called a loss’ (VeV )

f. se una pietra margarita è male disposta
if a stone pearl is badly placed
‘if a pearl is badly placed’ (Convivio )

This distribution is explained in a split-IP framework assuming that the past parti-
ciple remains lower than the aspectual field in the IP, while adverbials can optionally
undergo XP-movement to the CP, where they are located in a Focus/Operator
position. More precisely, the past participle does not move higher than the Voice
head, as represented in (), which shows the lower part of the general IP carto-
graphic hierarchy proposed by Cinque ():10

10 Cinque () discusses also the case of passive past participles in Modern Italian, showing that
passive complex verbs allow for the pre-participial position of the bare quantifier tutto, a configuration not
allowed with active forms, as argued in the first part of this section.

(i) Il muro è stato tutto pitturato. Aux-PassP-tutto-PastP
the wall is been all painted
‘All the wall has been painted.’

Similar examples have been thoroughly analysed in works about floating quantifiers. Here, we wish to point
out that these cases are further evidence that tutto has a dedicated position in Modern Italian; in other
words, this position, identified as the one encoding completive aspect by Cinque (), is one of the
possible positions for floating quantifiers in Modern Italian. As for the distinction between ‘AspP sg
completive I’ and ‘AspP pl completive II’, see Cinque (: ff.).
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() [AspP perfect always/never [AspP retrospective just [AspP proximative soon
[AspP durative briefly [AspP generic/progressive characteristically
[AspP prospective almost [AspP sg completive I completely
[AspP pl completive II tutto [Voicewell V . . . ] . . . ]

On this basis we can conclude that the loss of OV orders, both with quantifiers and
definite and quantified DPs is not due to the loss of the access to low left periphery
(which is indeed still accessible to post-verbal subjects, as Belletti () shows), but
to the fact that the past participle raises higher in the modern language than in Old
Italian. This explains a) why in both Old and Modern Italian bare tutto precedes low
adverbs like bene; b) why in both Old and Modern Italian bare tutto precedes XPs
located in the vP left periphery (as scrambled objects in Old Italian and post-verbal
subjects in Modern Italian). We thus propose that the only distinction between Old
and Modern Italian is that the past participle has started raising higher after the
medieval period.

However, this is not a straightforward assumption, and is actually in contrast with
what we know about language change: generally languages change because they lose
(verb) movement, not because they acquire it, unless the change is related to some
particular type of reanalysis of syntactic elements becoming morphological affixes or
lexical verbs becoming functional, i.e. auxiliary verbs. Nevertheless, we believe that
our assumption is still fundamentally correct and has to be explained as follows:
adopting the proposal in Poletto () concerning the parallelism of phases, we
assume that the strong features requiring movement of the verb are set in the
grammar and acquired independently from the phase where the head is inserted.
For instance, Focus requires in Old Italian to have its head lexicalized independently
from whether the Focus is in the CP or the vP phase. This is based on the idea that
there is a fundamental symmetry between the left periphery of all phases in Old
Italian: the CP, the vP and the DP left peripheries all allow for movements of the head
to Focus� which are banned in Modern Italian and require that the verbal (or
nominal) head moves at least to the lowest position of the left periphery of the
phase when this position is free. Following Benincà’s original proposal for the CP
area, it is shown that both in the CP and in the vP the Focus/Operator head is
occupied by the verb: in the CP it is the inflected verb that moves to Focus�, in the vP
it is the past participle. The parallelism found among phases can be captured by
assuming that the properties of a given functional head (in our case Focus) are stated
in the grammar independently from the phase where this F� is merged. If Focus in
Old Italian requires filling by a lexical head, this will happen in all phases and will
trigger obligatory movement of the verb to the left periphery in the CP as well as in
the vP areas. This means that in Old Italian the phenomena found in the CP stem
from the same property that allows for scrambling in the vP area, although this does
not mean that any V language should also allow for scrambling, as V can target
different positions in the CP area, not simply Focus. The idea of establishing the
properties of functional heads independently of the phase where they occur explains
why the past participle moves less in Old Italian than it does in Modern Italian: it is
the Focus head that keeps it trapped inside the low vP phase. If the hypothesis is
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correct, this means that the Old Italian past participle must always reach the vP
peripheral Focus, but poses the problem of what happens with simple tenses. When a
sentence only has a simple verbal form, this also contains inflectional features that
have to be checked in the TP area, therefore the simple verb raises higher than the
Focus� in vP. On the contrary, the past participle does not have any additional
features to be checked in the higher phase, and thus remains trapped inside the low
left periphery. Hence, the reason why the past participle cannot move further than
Focus is not that the vP Focus position is criterial. Belletti () already states that
the vP Focus position is indeed different from the one in CP because it does not
induce freezing effects, and this also works for Old Italian. The distinction between
the past participle and the inflected verb must be due to the type of features they
check, not to any criterial freezing effect.11

The assumption that the past participle remains in Focus in Old Italian derives a)
the order we observe with the bare quantifiers tutto and tutti, b) the order found with
aspectual adverbs that always occur before the past participle in Old Italian differ-
ently from Modern Italian, and c) the fact that you can find OV orders also with
definite objects or PPs in Old Italian but not in Modern Italian. The structure of the
low IP area and vP phase with OV orders in Old Italian is illustrated in ():

() [AspP sg completive I (completely) [AspP pl completive II tutto [Voice (well) . . . [vP
[FocuspP [SpecFocus DP/PP/Q+DPj] [Focus� past participlei] . . . [VP [V� ti] [tj]]]]]]]]

. The dichotomy between bare and non-bare universal quantifiers

In the previous section we have analysed the distinction between Old and Modern
Italian with respect to the movement of the past participle which is ultimately to be
derived as a consequence of the V-like properties of all left peripheries in Old Italian
but not in the modern language. There is, however, another problem that remains
unsolved: namely, why bare quantifiers behave differently from Q-DPs. In the above
we have assumed that the reason why bare tutto has to move higher than quantified
nominal expressions is that only bare quantifiers have access to the adverbial positions.
This is not enough as an explanation, but must be derived from some deeper property
related to the internal structure of quantifiers. Notice that, as discussed above, this
property cannot be formulated in terms of a supposed weakness of the functional
projections internal to the bare quantifier as proposed by Cardinaletti and Starke
() for modern French: the reason for this is that in Old Italian bare quantifiers
which are introduced by a preposition also have to occur in the adverbial position. This
shows rather clearly that they cannot be considered as weak pronouns in Old Italian.

We rather propose that the internal structure of bare quantifiers is different from
that of quantified nominal expressions in the following sense: bare quantifiers are not

11 Ultimately, this will probably have to be related to the different pattern of past participle agreement
found in Old Italian where agreement is obligatory with pre-participial objects but only optional with post-
participial objects. We leave this matter open for the moment and rather concentrate on the distribution of
bare quantifiers, which is the central topic of this article.
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paired to a whole DP which remains silent (a sort of pro) as it is normally assumed
(see, among others, Doetjes ; Baunaz ), but to a much more reduced
element, namely a classifier-like noun, as is visibly the case in English if we consider
forms like everything, everybody, anything, anybody, nothing, nobody, etc. The two
structures of bare and non-bare quantifiers respectively are illustrated in ():

() a. [UniversalQP every [ClassP thing ]]
b. [UniversalQP every [DP [NP N ]]]

There is evidence that a classifier Noun is also present in Romance, as several modern
Southern Italian dialects display a lexical classifier like English:

() a. Tu kə stai kà può vəré tuttə-cosə. (Gragnano, NA)
you that are here can.SG see.INF all-things

b. Ma tu ca sta qua pu vadè tuttə-cosə. (Lesina, FG)
but you that are here can.SG see.INF all-things

c. Mo ca staje, pu vərè tottə-cosə. (Venosa, PZ)
now here are can.SG see.INF all-things

d. Ma, tu chi sì cca, pò vìdiri tutti-cosi. (Palermo)
but you that are here can-SG see-INF all-things
‘You are here. You can see everything.’

Furthermore, in these varieties the classifier is not always visible, as its realization
depends on the position of the quantifier: the following examples show that when the
quantifier is in front of the past participle in a passive form, the classifier is not
realized, but it is present when the quantifier is located after the past participle.12

() a. Ha statu tuttu fattu bonu. (Palermo)
has been all done well

b. Hannu statu fattu bonu tutti-cosi.
have.PL been done well all-things

c. *Hannu statu tutti-cosi fattu bonu.
have.PL been all-things done well
‘Everything has been done well.’

The examples above show that only when it is paired with a null classifier can the
bare quantifier raise to an adverbial position; when the noun is lexically realized, the
adverbial position is not available. In other words, only quantifiers paired with a null
classifier can be ambiguous between an argumental and an adverbial reading.
Therefore, we would like to tentatively propose that the reason why bare quantifiers
can be reinterpreted as adverbial forms is precisely that these bare quantifiers are not
paired to a nominal restrictor, and as such can be hosted by an adverbial position (see

12 The same might possibly be true for Old Italian; which also has an alternative form tutte cose to bare
tutto. However, at a first quick investigation, it seems that tutte cose is used when the context requires a real
lexical restrictor and not simply a classifier noun. We leave a more detailed investigation of tutte cose to
future research.
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Garzonio and Poletto () for a more detailed analysis of the derivation of the
movement of bare quantifiers to the aspectual field).

We can conclude that there is a fundamental asymmetry between bare quantifiers
and complex QPs made up by a quantifier followed by a whole DP: the bare
quantifier can be paired with a null classifier, not with a whole DP containing a
lexical restrictor, while a complex QP always contains its lexical restrictor. Notice that
this proposal still capitalizes on the idea that bare quantifiers are ‘weaker’ forms, but
it is not their functional layers which are pruned, as proposed by Cardinaletti and
Starke, it is the lexical part which is entirely missing, as its morphological make-up
clearly indicates. If the idea that the reason why bare quantifiers can raise higher than
non-bare quantifiers is correct, we predict that all bare quantifiers, not only universal
ones, behave the way tutto and tutti do. In the next section we investigate the
distribution of another bare quantifier, namely the n-word corresponding to ‘noth-
ing’ and show that due to its ambiguous nature, it can either be analysed as a bare
quantifier or as a quantifier paired with a lexical restrictor. This determines the
positions where it can occur.

. Negative quantifiers

The element niente/neiente/neente, meaning ‘nothing’ can have an argumental (as in
()) or an adverbial usage (as in ()), like the adverb tutto. When it is used as an
adverb, its meaning is roughly the one of ‘at all’: In what follows we will distinguish
the two usages as they do not behave alike.

() e non hanno potuto avere niente
and not have.PL been.able get.INF nothing
‘ . . . and they couldn’t get anything’ (VeV )

() Elli non si ispezzerebbe niente . . .
he not REFL would.break.SG nothing
‘It would not break at all’ (Tesoro )

Notice that the adverbial usage of niente is compatible with a direct object, which
excludes an analysis in the terms proposed by Bayer () for German and English:

() a. Molte cose dissero di che non mostrano niente
many things said.PL of which not show.PL nothing
la veritade . . . niente-DP
the truth
‘They said many things about which they did not show the truth at all’
(Tesoro b)

b. Tempo non appartiene niente alle creature che sono
time not belongs nothing to.the creatures that are
sopra ’l cielo . . . niente-PP
over the sky
‘Time does not belong at all to the creatures that are in heaven’ (Tesoro a)
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Furthermore, adverbial niente occurs systematically in front of low adverbs, as shown
by the following example:

() Sì no lo potero niente bene schifare . . . niente-well
thus not it could.PL nothing well avoid.INF
‘They couldn’t dodge it well at all’ (Binduccio )

This clearly suggests that adverbial niente is located in the aspectual field, as already
shown for universal quantifiers. Our analysis predicts that this should be the case also
for argumental niente, because the universal quantifier tutti, which never has an
adverbial interpretation, is also nonetheless always in the adverbial field.

Unfortunately in the whole Old Italian corpus (i.e. the OVI database) there are no
examples of argumental niente combined with low adverbs, which prevents us from
testing whether argumental niente occurs in a different position.

However, there are at least two facts that lead us to doubt that argumental niente is
always located in the aspectual area as our analysis predicts if we extend it from
universal quantifiers to n-words. The first is that argumental direct object niente can
occur after a dative or another PP, but this order is not attested with the adverbial usage.

() a. perchè non fa a questo fatto niente
because not does to this fact nothing
‘because it does not do anything to this’ (FR )

b. e non vede in lui niente perchè sia degno del pane
and not sees in him nothing because is worth of.the bread
‘and does not see anything in him that would make him worthy of the bread’
(Paternostro )

The second fact is that argumental niente can occur either in front of or after the past
participle, contrary to our expectations, if we want to assume that bare quantifiers are
always located higher than the vP area. Recall that we proposed that the past participle
in Old Italian remains inside the left periphery of the vP phase and does not raise to
the aspectual field in the low IP area. If niente can occur after the past participle, this
means that it can remain inside the VP, i.e. in its argumental position and in this
position it is invisible to any direct probing coming from the phase above vP.

() a. ch’io non t’ho tolto neente
that.I not from.you.have.SG removed nothing
‘that I have taken nothing from you’ (Nov. LXXII, )

b. Dimmi, Merlino, dell’avere d’Atene fu trovato niente?
tell.me Merlin of.the.possessions of.Athens was found nothing
‘Tell me, Merlin, was anything from the goods of Athens discovered?’
(Merlino )

c. . . . l’altre parti della diceria, delle quali non è detto neente . . .
the.other parts of.the message of.the which not is said nothing
‘ . . . the other parts of the message, about which nothing is said . . . ’
(Rettorica )
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() a. Il mercatante non mi insegnò neente: no· lli era neente tenuto
the merchant not me taught nothing not him was nothing obliged
‘The merchant taught me nothing, and nothing was due to him.’ (Nov. VII,
)

b. Non avea neente perduto
not had.SG nothing lost
‘He lost nothing’ (Seneca )

c. Sì che non era nostra intenzione essere che ce ne sia neente
so that not was our intention be.INF that us of.it is nothing
renduto
given.back
‘So that we did not want that anything of it would be given us back’
(Giachino )

One further fact that leads us to keep the adverbial and the argumental usages apart is
provided by the distribution of negative concord: while adverbial niente always
triggers negative concord, like all other negative adverbs like mai ‘never’ or the
post-verbal negative marker mica, argumental niente can also occur without any
pre-verbal negative marker in the clause. The asymmetry between the two usages is
quite striking:

() Egli non si dee niente disperare . . .
he not REFL must.SG nothing give.up.to.despair.INF
‘He must not despair at all’ (Tesoro d)

No cases are found in the sample where negative concord is not present, so the
percentage of non-negative concord is  per cent. The argumental usage displays .
per cent of lack of negative concord (total , cases without negative concord ).
Here we provide two example, one with and one without negative concord.

() a. . . . l’altre parti della diceria, delle quali non è detto neente . . .
the.other parts of.the message of.the which not is said nothing
‘ . . . the other parts of the message, about which nothing is said . . . ’ (Rettor-
ica )

b. E fede sanza opera, overo opera sanza fede, è neente a potere
and faith without deeds or deeds without faith is nothing to can.INF
aver paradiso
have.INF heaven
‘And faith without deeds or deeds without faith are worth nothing for going
to heaven.’ (VeV )

All these facts lead us to reject an extension of the analysis of bare universal
quantifiers to the bare n-word niente: contrary to bare universal quantifiers, which
are always located in the aspectual field higher than the vP phase, independently of
their status as adverbs or arguments, the bare n-word niente can remain lower than
the aspectual area, i.e. in its argumental position within VP, when it is an argument,
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but crucially not when it is an adverb. This assumption explains a) why adverbial
niente occurs higher than other adverbs located in the low apectual area (like for
instance bene ‘well’), b) why argumental niente can occur after a dative or a PP while
adverbial niente cannot, c) why the order niente-past participle alternates with the
order past participle-niente when niente is an argument and, finally, d) why adverbial
niente triggers obligatorily negative concord, while argument niente can but need not
trigger it. Hence, we propose that only argumental niente can remain inside the
VP. Assuming as proposed by Zeijlstra () that negative concord is an instance of
the operation Agree, we expect it to be blocked across phases (hence when argu-
mental niente is in the vP area while the pre-verbal negative marker is in the higher
phase) but not when the pre-verbal negative marker and the n-word are in the same
phase (as it is the case with the adverb).

At this point we are left with the following questions: why is it the case that the
bare n-word niente behaves differently from universal quantifiers in that only the
adverbial usage is bound to occur in the aspectual field? And why is it the case that
the argument can either be found in the VP or in the aspectual area? We believe that
the solution to both problems is to be found in the morphological composition of the
element niente, which in Old Italian was still ambiguous between an interpretation as
a single morpheme and a composition of ne + ente (possibly meaning ‘thing’)13 and
in this case had a lexical classifier. The item niente would thus have two possible
internal structures:

() a. [NegP ni [ClassP ente ]]
b. [NegP niente ]

On the other hand, the internal morphological make-up of the adverb would only be
of the second type, as adverbs cannot be paired to any sort of nominal category, not
even a functional one like the classifier -ente.

Hence, the position of the bare argumental n-word niente crucially depends on the
lexical realization of the classifier-like category with which it is associated: when there
is no lexical classifier, the bare n-word raises to the aspectual field and occurs in front
of the past participle and triggers negative concord. When the other morphological
analysis is chosen, the n-word is not bare any more, i.e. it cannot be probed by an
aspectual feature, and it can behave as an argument: it remains in the VP, it occurs
after the past participle, it can occur after PPs and does not trigger negative concord.
The two alternative analyses give rise to the following structures:

() a. [AspP perfect mai [AspP completive tutto [XP [VoiceP bene [VP ni [Class ente]]]]]
b. [AspP perfect mai [AspP completive tutto [XP [niente] [VoiceP bene [VP niente]]]]

Hence, Bayer’s () original intuition that there is a link between the argumental
and the adverbial usage of this n-word is correct, but in Old Italian it is the argument

13 The etymology of niente/neente/neiente (Rohlfs ) suggests that the element is complex, as it
consists of the negative morpheme ne(c) plus an item that could derive from Latin: a) ente(m), lit. ‘thing’;
b) inde ‘from there’; c) gente(m) ‘people’. We will not attempt to resolve this problem and give a unique
solution here. In any case, all three possibilities are compatible with our claim.
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that exploits the adverbial position rather than the opposite, as he proposes for
German varieties and English.

. Conclusive remarks

In this work we have analysed the distribution of universal quantifiers and shown
that it is sensitive to the bare versus complex dichotomy. Bare quantifiers must raise
to an adverbial position in Old Italian as well as in Modern Italian, while complex
QPs do not and behave as DPs, i.e. they can either remain in the argumental position
or be raised to a vP peripheral Focus position. The distinction between Old Italian
and Modern Italian has to do with the raising properties of the past participle, which
remains inside the vP area in Old Italian (as agreement patterns with the direct object
seem to suggest). We have further compared bare universal quantifiers with the n-
word niente and shown that the raising properties of bare quantifiers are related to
their internal morphosyntactic composition: when no lexical classifier appears, the
quantifier raises to an adverbial position, when it contains a lexical classifier, it
cannot be handled as an adverb and therefore it does not raise. Niente is ambiguous
between two possible morphological decompositions, one where the classifier is -ente
and the other where there is no classifier and niente is monomorphemic. This work is
only the first step towards a more thorough investigation of quantifiers in Old Italian,
and leaves out the analysis of cases like tutte cose ‘all things’ and neuna cosa ‘not one
thing’, which exist and can provide further insights into the internal structure of
‘bare’ quantifiers. However, the investigation of those forms is related to a) a detailed
analysis of pre-verbal and post-verbal Focus in Old Italian, b) the syntax of relative
clauses, which generally appear after the lexicalized classifier cose/a. Therefore, we
leave this interesting further development of our investigation to future work.
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